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Abstract 

Adverse weather conditions and fuel accumulation may induce destructive fires. Therefore firefighters are 

highly exposed to fire entrapments, i.e. to be caught by the fire heat or smoke. 

As there are several types of fires, firefighters face different types of mitigation difficulties. They also face 

different situations potentially leading to entrapment. We suggest here ways to implement safer mitigation 

practises at both strategical and tactical levels. 

We analysed 103 firefighters’ entrapments described in both publications and internal reports from fire 

agencies across Europe, Australasia and North-America. We distinguished three types of fire (i.e. 

topography-influenced, wind-driven and convective-dominated fires) and we assessed the potential 

contributions of dynamic fire behaviours in entrapments for each fire type. The dynamic fire behaviours 

investigated are changes in wind direction, steep slopes prone to flame attachment and leeward slopes prone 

to vorticity-driven lateral fire spread.  

Our results show that 94% of the entrapments in topography-influenced fires have happened on steep 

slopes prone to flame attachment. We also point out that slopes prone to vorticity-driven lateral fire spread 

have been the most prominent factor associated with entrapments during wind-driven fires. Finally, in 

convective-dominated fires, many configurations can lead to entrapments, including those without any 

obvious dangerous fire behaviour characteristics. 

Whereas our study took months to identify risks associated to each fire type, firefighter commanders have 

to take mitigation strategic decisions within few minutes. On the field, crews have an even shorter decision 

time to choose safe and efficient tactical options. 

This is why dissemination of the fire type concept and consequent safety issues should be declined in 

several levels and time lags within fire agencies. 

At the top level of scientific understanding, fire behaviour analysts should be able to forecast the expected 

fire type in relation to weather, fuel and topographic inputs. They should both produce maps of dangerous 

areas, trigger points, key points, and assess the expected efficiency and danger from different strategic 

options. 

Incident commanders, division commanders and other command staff should be aware of the general 

behaviour of a fire regarding its type. They should also be informed of the associated areas at risk and the 

most efficient strategies to fight the fire regarding its type. 

Finally, crews should be trained to recognise risky zones on the ground and to egress rapidly such zones 

before dangerous conditions get aligned. 
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In wide areas of Northern America, Southern Australia or Mediterranean Europe, adverse weather 

conditions and fuel accumulation may induce very large and destructive fires. Firefighters have 

developed massive initial attack strategies to protect endangered population and assets as a priority. 

Therefore, they can become themselves highly exposed to fire entrapments, i.e. to be caught by the 

fire heat or smoke during their intervention. 

The fire type concept (Costa et al. 2011) distinguishes several types of fires, depending on the main 

driver of the fire propagation, which can be the topography, the wind or the fuel. Therefore firefighters 

face different types of mitigation difficulties (Lahaye et al. 2014). They also face different risks of 

entrapment (Page and Butler 2017; Lahaye et al. 2018a). 

We investigated more than 100 firefighters’ entrapments across the world and we determined both 

the type of fire and the likely contribution of dynamic fire behaviours. Considering the results, we 

suggest here ways to implement safer mitigation practises at both strategical and tactical levels. 

  

 

 

We analysed 43 firefighters’ entrapments in Australia mentioned by Lahaye et al. (2018a) and 48 

entrapments in France described by Lahaye et al. (2018b). Most the cases were extracted from fire 

agencies’ unpublished internal reports. We added to this set one entrapment in New Zealand (Pearce 

et al. 2004), one in Portugal (Viegas et al. 2009), one in Croatia (Viegas et al. 2009), two in Greece 

(Xanthopoulos 2007) and five in Spain, reported in Viegas et al. (2009), Zamora (2007) and in 

unpublished reports. Finally, we extended the study to two fully documented cases in the USA: Mann 

Gulch (Maclean 1992) and South Canyon (Butler et al. 1998). In total, we analysed 103 incidents 

distributed across three continents (Fig. 1). All of them correspond to fires suddenly exhibiting high 

rates of spread and intensity. 
 

 

Figure 1 - Location of the entrapments investigated in this study, not representative of the global distribution of 

incidents. 
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Several authors investigated the types of fires (Byram 1959; Rothermel 1991; Morvan 2010) and 

Costa et al. (2011) proposed a classification of three types: topography-influenced, wind-driven and 

convective-dominated. Costa et al. (2011) did not provide threshold criteria for these three types of 

fires but they described their environment and their behaviour so that we could assigned each of the 

103 entrapping fires of our set to one of the types. 

For each entrapment, we assessed the potential contributions of configurations conducive to 

dynamic fire, namely changes in wind direction exceeding 45°, upwind slopes steeper than 20° prone 

to flame attachment, and leeward slopes prone to vorticity-driven lateral fire spread (VLS) as defined 

by Sharples et al. (2012). VLS prone landscapes are lee-facing slopes over 20° with wind speed over 

20 km h-1 (Simpson et al. 2016). VLS can induce massive spotting likely to propagate the fire over 

long distances (Fig. 2). 

 

16% of the entrapments studied here happened during topography-influenced fires, 55% during 

wind-driven fires and 28% during convective-dominated fires (Table 1). 
 

Table 1 - Distribution of firefighters’ entrapments, deaths and injuries regarding the fire types. 

Fire type Entrapments Deaths Injuries 

Topography-influenced 17 62 29 

Wind-driven 57 48 71 

Convective-dominated 29 34 27 

 

 
Figure 2 - A case of vorticity-driven lateral spread (VLS) in Corsica, France, 2017. The white arrow figures the main 

wind direction and the red arrow shows VLS. (Photo: P. Schaller) 

 

Our results show that 94% of the entrapments in topography-influenced fires occurred on steep 

slopes prone to flame attachment (Table 2). We also point out that slopes prone to VLS were the most 

prominent factor associated with entrapments during wind-driven fires. Finally, in convective-

dominated fires, many configurations can lead to entrapments, including those without any obvious 

dangerous or changing fire behaviour characteristics. 
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Table 2 - Presence of dynamic fire configurations in entrapments regarding the type of fire. ‘None’ indicates 

entrapments where none of the investigated configurations were present. 

Fire type Wind 

shift 

Flame 

attachment 

VLS None 

Topography-influenced 29% 94% 0 6% 

Wind-driven 10% 32% 42% 30% 

Convective-dominated 38% 24% 24% 48% 

Total 21% 40% 30% 31% 

 

 

Whereas this study took months to identify risks associated to each type of fires, firefighter 

commanders have to take mitigation strategic decisions within few minutes. On the field, crews have 

an even shorter decision time to choose safe and efficient tactical options. This is why the fire type 

concept and consequent safety issues should be integrated at different stages of the fire agencies’ 

decision process: before the fires (land management, training, and preparedness), during the fires and 

after the fires (lessons learned) (Fig.3).  

 

 
Figure 3 - Concept flow for integrating fire types and safety issues in fire agencies’ decision process. 

The results of this study should also be disseminated through several levels of decision-making to 

support the integration in the different activities of the fire agencies. 

At the top level of scientific understanding, fire behaviour analysts (FBAN) should be able to 

forecast the type of fire regarding weather, fuel and topographic inputs. They may also produce maps 

of dangerous areas, trigger points, key points and assess the expected efficiency and danger of different 

strategic options. Whereas North American FBAN have developed knowledges and competencies for 
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decades (Hardy and Hardy 2007), the situation in Australia and in Europe is more diverse. In Australia, 

fire agencies in the south-eastern states started to develop FBAN trainings in the late 2000’s (Gibos et 

al. 2014) and then rapidly raised the capability. In Europe, although Molina et al. (2010) identified the 

key role of FBAN, few agencies have empowered them yet, with the exception of the Catalonian Fire 

Service (Otero and Nielsen 2017). 

Besides of FBAN with strong scientific knowledges and capabilities to predict wind shifts, flame 

attachment, VLS or other dynamic behaviours, incident commanders, division commanders and other 

command staff should be aware of the general behaviour of a fire regarding its type. They should also 

be informed of the associated dangerous areas and the most efficient strategies to fight the fire 

regarding its type. 

Finally, crews should be trained to recognise risky zones on the ground and to egress rapidly such 

zones before dangerous conditions get aligned. Standard operative procedures acknowledge these 

dangerous conditions in north America (National Wildfire Coordinating Group 2014) and in Australia 

(New South Wales Rural Fire Service 2010) but do not differentiate the types of fires. Integrating the 

types of fires in the procedures may make them more effective. In Europe, especially in France, 

agencies have focused much on protecting equipment, e.g. trucks and clothing, than on fire behaviour 

understanding. However, consistent European training systems and facilities may facilitate 

dissemination of basic procedures to avoid dangerous zones and to egress from them before it is too 

late. 
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